
Beam Commissioning Working Group
Minutes for 12 July 2019

Present: V. Kain, A. Huschauer, S. Albright, F. Antoniou, C. Bracco D. Cotte, H. Damerau,
G. P. di Giovanni, M. Gourber-Pace, A. Lasheen, K. Li, B. Mikulec, F. Tecker,

Meeting objectives

Discussion of beam performance tracking intentions for Linac4, PSB and PS.

Approval of Minutes and Matters Arising - V. Kain

The minutes of the 28th of June are not yet available.

• After discussing the synergies of the quad scan application it has been decided the the existing
applications will be maintained for now. In the future if a new tool is to be made the subject
will be revisited to try and ensure multiple machines are considered.

• Performance tracking has two parallel aspects, the online logging measurements and offline
statistical analysis. When all machines have been discussed a complete set of requirements will
be compiled to define the specifications of the system. M. Gourber-Pace asks when something
should be available, V. Kain says post-LS2 with an idea for an initial implementation by the
end of the year.

• The reference measurement system was discussed with CO, the log book solution will continue
as is for snapshots, the method for settings will be decided between CO and the Settings
Management Working Group. Data storage will remain as is in the near term, longer term it
will go through NXCALS.

Beam Performance Tracking Linac 4 - B. Mikulec

Presentation

• The proposed source measurements already exist in different applications, but not as a single
coherent set of values.

• A set of condition indicators for the RF systems is proposed, the information is available
already but not in a suitable way for performance tracking.

• Both online and destructive beam measurements are available. The transverse emittances
can be measured regularly in the LBE line without disrupting operation, the energy spread
with the BSM would have to be a dedicated measurement.

Discussion

• V. Kain asks if the measurements with different tools have much overlap in required information,
e.g. if the BCT would be used in multiple places, where it might be possible to perform
analyses in a chain. B. Mikulec says it would require going through each item to be sure but
it probably isn’t necessary.
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• V. Kain says that for the overlap between performance tracking and the Vistar it depends
on whether or not the information in the Vistar is sufficient, if so the same information can
be put into the logging system. B. Mikulec added that the additional requirement for the
performance tracking is the availability of historical data.

• V. Kain suggests that the RF information does not need to be part of the online tracking,
only the measurements that define the beam should be used. B. Mikulec proposes energy
spread, intensity, flatness and emittances are the main parameters of interest.

• M. Gourber-Pace asks how the tool is to be used, if it would be monitored non-stop or just
be opened on occasion to check the status. B. Mikulec says it should be looked at regularly
and probably act in a similar way to a fixed display.

• V. Kain says one benefit for the Linac4 measurements is the relative independence of beam
type, which will simplify the situation for this machine.

Beam Performance Tracking PSB - G. P. di Giovanni

Presentation

• Pre-LS2 the beam performance was measured intermittently by the operators, with each
operator assigned a number of beams to measure when practical - typically nights and
weekends.

• The LHC beams were given additional attention, with measurements taken every shift and
fed into the LHC statistics system.

• A set of online and punctual beam measurements is proposed covering all parameters of
interest.

Discussion

• F. Tecker asks if the pre-LS2 measurements were automated, G. P. di Giovanni says no and
as a result they required a lot of work.

• M. Gourber-Pace asks what database was used for the pre-LS2 LHC measurements, G. P. di
Giovanni says it was the standard logging database.

• G. P. di Giovanni suggests a system for the measurements without going through the logging
database would be useful to reduce the latency, similar to the SPSQC. V. Kain says the
SPSQC system is not dependent on where the data comes from, but was designed to provide
chains of analysis to avoid repeating multiple acquisitions or measurements. G. P. di Giovanni
asks if the database can be structured in a way to replicate this behaviour, V. Kain says it’s not
intended to be in the database, but the problem until recently had been latency of acquiring
and sending data to the database. M. Gourber-Pace says the latency issue should have been
solved.

• V. Kain asks if the objective is to increase the level of automation. G. P. di Giovanni says it
would desirable to have a system similar to that trialled in LEIR, with a website or similar
that has main parameters of interest displayed at all times.
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• V. Kain suggests that the continuous cycle-by-cycle measurements would not all need to be
displayed at all times even if they are worth logging. For the fixed display equivalent system
the information should be only what defines the quality of the beam, rather than something
that can be used to identify the cause of any reduction in performance. B. Mikulec says the
problem with the fixed display is how to use it for looking at data over time, M. Gourber-
Pace asks if it needs to be interactive, B. Mikulec says yes. A. Huschauer says one important
consideration is that it would be desirable not just to see how a beam has evolved in a
machine, but also how parameters correlate from machine to machine.

• G. P. di Giovanni asks V. Kain if the intention is to have an online tool for monitoring
and an offline tool for data analysis. V. Kain says all the data acquisition should be online
where possible, with the proposal that it should resemble the SPSQC. A. Huschauer asks if
the SPSQC shows a snapshot or a trend, V. Kain says it can do both including showing a
cycle over several days. The beam performance measurements should focus on measurements
of the beam, with the parameters that affect the performance going to logging to allow
understanding of what has caused a change in performance. G. P. di Giovanni asks if the
objective should be to minimise the number of parameters sent to performance tracking, V.
Kain says not specifically to minimise it but only to include the important parameters for
each beam type.

• F. Tecker suggests that information that can be used for debugging might be worth including
in the beam performance tracking, with key parameters that influence performance being used
as well. G. P. di Giovanni agrees and gives the example of the extraction trajectories, which
don’t specifically define performance but have a very strong connection to the performance. V.
Kain agrees that something like trajectories would be worth including. V. Kain asks if adding
additional parameters to an event retroactively in case additional dependencies are identified
might be desirable, for new events additional parameters can be added but increasing the
information in older events may be too complicated.

Beam Performance Tracking PS - F. Tecker

Presentation

• The PS has a lot of dependence on beam type due to the large number of destinations available

• MTE and NToF have inspector applications used in operation, which contain the types of
data analysis that would be used for the beam performance tracking. IRRAD has a separate
application, but with no time dependence

• An additional set of intermittent measurements by operators is also used, in addition to offline
analysis for certain items.

Discussion

• V. Kain asks if the OP display is a cycle-by-cycle application, F. Tecker says it is a single
configurable application.

• V. Kain asks if the MTE spill inspector application can be used to go back in time, F. Tecker
says no but the data is all logged, so with a suitable tool it would be possible. A. Huschauer
says some of the information in the application may not be readily logged to NXCALS, which
will log raw data but not calculated data.
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• H. Damerau asks if the SPS can handle a missed injection and replace it on the next PS cycle,
V. Kain says no it would just be dumped so the PS BQM not being able to trigger a dump
in the PS wouldn’t make any significant difference.

• A. Huschauer suggests adding additional intensity hot-spots for intensity tracking, or changing
the location of current ones, may be necessary as in the past there have been fast losses that
have been missed by the current set up.

• V. Kain says that the original performance tracking proposal to CO was a webpage type
approach with a few key parameters, but it’s looking likely that some event based analysis
would also be important, which will increase the complexity.

• A. Huschauer says that so far the focus has been machine based performance tracking, but
including some beam based tracking would be an important feature. K. Li asks how it would
be done for a beam, V. Kain says this is a subject that needs to be discussed and proposes
a small presentation on it in a future meeting. F. Tecker asks if the telegram has some
knowledge of the connection between machines, V. Kain says no.

• V. Kain suggests it should be decided as part of the specification if there is a need to tag a
beam and track it from machine to machine or if relying on averages would be sufficient.

AOB

• K. Li shows an experimental online tool that runs a python server to show data from the
SPS. The tool gives an interactive Python plot to display and interact with data.

The next meeting will be on the 26th of July with a presentation on the current status of IST
planning by J. Coupard.
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